FAST.
EFFECTIVE.
LONG-LASTING.
PICK THREE.
FAST
Once the DEADLINE® GT™ pellet hits the field and absorbs
moisture, it starts to differentiate itself from the competition.
In a moist form, the pellet increases in size by 80 percent.
This makes each pellet more palatable to slugs and snails so
they feed longer. And research has shown that when applied
at the recommended rate, slugs find the DEADLINE GT
pellets faster than any other pelleted bait formulations.

DRY

EFFECTIVE
With its consistent pellet design, DEADLINE GT offers more
desirable spreading characteristics. The pellets are harder
and more uniform in size, making the spreading more
consistent across the field and easier to use with all types of
application equipment. This consistency of spreading and
pellet design ensures that growers get more baiting points
in the field and available to the feeding slugs and snails.
Since the pellet design is more durable, growers have a
product that is easier to use and confidence that what they
spread on the field will be there to do its job.

LONG-LASTING
One application of DEADLINE GT lasts longer than other slug
and snail baits currently on the market. This is possible
because as the field dries, the pellets re-harden. Since
DEADLINE GT re-hardens multiple times, growers can count
on optimal effectiveness and longevity in the field.

WET

Pellet palatability over 24 hours
(i2L, 2011, UK, test species: Helix )

DEADLINE GT
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When it comes to snail and slug control, no other bait
comes even close to DEADLINE GT.
For more information, visit amvac-chemical.com, contact
your local AMVAC representative or talk to your retailer
about how DEADLINE GT can help you control slugs and
snails faster and longer.

ADVANTAGES OF DEADLINE GT™
®

DEADLINE GT is the solution for fast, effective and long-lasting control of slugs and
snails in a variety of crops.

Backed by the Best
Producers also can rely on AMVAC to
support its product with the most
knowledgeable and experienced team
in the industry as well as unparalleled
grower support and product stewardship.

Hyperactivation of
dermal mucus cells

Oral metaldehyde uptake.
Soon after ingestion,
metaldehyde is distributed
in the body by hemolymphe
by passing across the
stomach and the gut.

Hyperactivated
cells of the
hepatopancreas

Works Faster
The unique formulation of DEADLINE GT allows it to absorb
moisture faster and soften sooner, increasing palatability and
availability to pests, resulting in a higher mortality rate after
three days as compared to the industry standard.

Mucus cells react on metaldehyde
by excessive mucus production that
irreversibly destroys the mucus cells, due
to heavy losses of energy and water.
Left: healthy cell, Center: mucus
releasing cell, Right: collapsed cell.

Dermal metaldehyde uptake
can lead to an intoxication
of slugs and snails.

Kills More Slugs and Snails
DEADLINE GT pellets have a smaller, more consistent size that
increases points of contact in the field. This means more slugs
and snails consume more metaldehyde for unmatched control.

Lasts Longer

Please consult the full label for crop- and pest-specific
recommendations, and follow all label recommendations.

When dry, pellets re-harden to their original state, letting
DEADLINE GT remain effective longer than any other
molluscicide on the market.
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